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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Humans are emotional beings. The latest neuroscience tells us that 
emotions underpin all consumer actions, even our most rational, logical 
decisions.1 As our physical world inevitably becomes more digitalized and 
more connected, it’s vital that companies don’t lose sight of this. Yes, 
technology adds value with greater utility, efficiency and convenience, 
but in an increasingly de-materialized world, digital experiences that also 
connect on an emotional level and make us feel something in our physical 
selves are more meaningful.

Digital isn’t a “poor relation” of physical anymore. Smart technologies and 
"always on" mobile services combined with physical objects and spaces 
give our experience of the real world added colour, depth and community. 
Consumers are adapting to hybrid physical-digital living – the utility of 
mobile tools combined with personalized, socially-connected experiences 
– and brands need to catch up with these new human behaviors. In short: 
brands that use digital technology to connect more emotionally, personally 
and contextually will win.

This report introduces a thought-leadership framework to do exactly this, 
by understanding and anticipating how human emotion and behaviors 
change across physical and digital channels. We call this "Digital 
Emotional Intelligence" (DEQ). It combines academic insight based on 
scientific research with practical examples to outline opportunities and 
competitive advantages. Companies can use DEQ to harness the flood 
of contextual, real-time data from smart products, connected devices, 
digital interfaces and Internet of Things sensors, and segment and engage 
consumers more effectively to drive greater sales and loyalty. 

ESC

BRANDS THAT USE DIGITAL 
TECHNOLOGY TO CONNECT MORE 
EMOTIONALLY, PERSONALLY AND 
CONTEXTUALLY WILL WIN.

01Digital Emotional Intelligence
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“TECHNOLOGY IS WOVEN INTO  
US AND WE ARE WIRED INTO THE 
FABRIC OF IT.”

Professor Aladin Aladin 
The Social Capital 2017 

2. US Millennials Brand Loyalty;  
YouGuv & GT Nexus (2016)

3. Trust Barometer; Edelman (2017)

4. 19th Annual Customer Loyalty  
Engagement Index; Brand Keys (2015)

1.0

INTRODUCTION
Time: the most scarce and valuable resource on the planet. Today’s 
accelerating rate of innovation and flow of information mean that our lives 
flash before our eyes and we are left feeling that we never have enough 
time to do what we really want. Recognizing our desire to get more 
value and experience from our time, businesses strive to offer us more 
convenience and speed, but despite this, consumer needs are not being 
met. Loyalty is challenged (67% of US Millennials admit to having switched 
one of their favorite brands in the last 12 months),2 trust in all forms of 
institution, brands included, is in crisis,3 and consumer expectations are 
increasing four times faster than brands can satisfy them.4 Significant 
investments in product innovation and customer experience to address 
this seem to consistently miss the mark. Why? Because the real 
expectation gap isn’t functional; it’s emotional. 

Every consumer brand acknowledges the importance of understanding 
emotion. We know that emotions inform almost every human decision, 
even the most seemingly rational ones. They drive behavior, they underpin 
relationships, they lead to loyalty. As digital technology permeates every 
aspect of our personal and professional lives, it is inevitably changing the 
dynamic of our emotions, our motivations, and thus, our connection to 
brands, but we have yet to fully understand how.

Understanding how digital technologies and human emotions affect each 
other is therefore of potentially enormous value to product manufacturers, 
retailers, and brands. This is the relatively uncharted territory this report 
sets out to explore, and the value it seeks to quantify.

There are a number of key tech pieces to the “digital emotion” puzzle, but 
we must be careful not to lose our way in a maze of converging, connected 
technologies from robotics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning, to 
cloud computing, "big data", and the Internet of Things (IoT)—never mind 
3D printing, biotech, or the blockchain. What we want to focus on is the 
technology that brings together many of these related elements, namely 

1.0 Introduction

D—E—Q
INTRODUCTION

LOYALTY IS CHALLENGED, TRUST IS IN 
CRISIS AND THE EXPECTATION GAP IS 
WIDENING.

http://www.gtnexus.com/newsroom/press-release/survey-shows-majority-us-millennials-turn-on-their-favorite-brands
http://www.edelman.com/trust2017/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/robertpassikoff/2015/02/16/2015s-brands-with-the-most-loyal-customers/#7832f5ee76b9
https://www.forbes.com/sites/robertpassikoff/2015/02/16/2015s-brands-with-the-most-loyal-customers/#7832f5ee76b9
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1.0 Introduction 1.0 Introduction

“THE PROMISE OF TECHNOLOGY HAS 
ALWAYS BEEN THAT IT WILL MAKE OUR 
LIVES LESS PAINFUL, BUT TO DATE WE 
HAVEN’T BEEN ABLE TO FOCUS OUR 
TECHNOLOGICAL EFFORTS ON THE 
BIGGEST SOURCE OF DISCONTENT: OUR 
EMOTIONAL LIVES.”

Alain de Botton
Author and Founder of The School of Life

Fig. 1—Digital Enablement of Products & Packaging

Fig. 3—IoT Smart Products Use Cases

Fig. 2—Digitally Capable Products

800 billion+ digitally capable consumer products shipping p.a. by 2020

Sources: Thin Film; DC; Gartner; World Bank; IMF; HIS; The Semiconductor Industry Association; OICA; IC 
Insights; Market Line; Apparel Market; Planet Forward; Companies & Markets (2017)

Source: Gartner; eMarketer; ComScore; EVRYTHNG data
IoT “smart products”, powered by intelligent cloud software, and the rate 
at which it is starting to weave itself into the fabric of our daily lives (Figs. 
1, 2, & 3). 

Following Avery Dennison and EVRYTHNG’s partnership in #BornDigital™ 
clothing and footwear—representing the world’s largest deployment of 
IoT products, giving more than 10 billion items a digital life—we wanted to 
decode the impact that highly intelligent, highly evolved products have on 
human emotions, and to show how IoT smart product technology affects 
brand engagement, sales, loyalty, and drives business ROI. 

This report aims to identify and explain the emerging role of human 
emotions in a connected world, and to demonstrate how smart, digital 
technologies and products can augment them. How the data that flows 
from a connected physical and digital world can, with the users’ opted-in 
permission and based on the information they are willing to share, add 
enormous value to their emotional as well as functional digital lives. What 
started out as a way to examine brand loyalty in the digital age ended up 
exploring a new form of brand intelligence, one that integrates technology 
with humanity, and offers new ways to meet emotion-led consumer 
expectations in an increasingly digital world.
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2.0 Enhancing Human Attachement: Digital Emotions

ENHANCING HUMAN ATTACHMENT: DIGITAL EMOTIONS
Emotions are complex. They are states of feeling that result in physical 
and psychological changes. Classically, there are six basic emotional 
states: anger, happiness, surprise, disgust, sadness, and fear (Ekman, 
1992). Evolved to help us survive, they underpin our values and drive 
our behavior. In the physical world we grow up learning to perceive, 
understand, and express these emotions, from body language and  
facial expressions to our tone of voice and actions, and use this 
understanding to help us form connections and maintain  
relationships (Mayer, 2008). 

The human condition hasn’t changed, but the world it exists within has. 
The contexts in which humans interact with one another are increasingly 
augmented through technology, with new digital devices and applications 
that enhance, connect, and extend human emotions. Within these digitally 
mediated spaces, physical constantly influences digital, and vice versa. 
However, there are fundamental differences in the emotional composition 
of physical and digital spaces. It is not just the technology and tools we 
use that have changed, but also how we understand, perceive, manage, 
and communicate emotions digitally (Kramer et al., 2014).

2.1 Digital Emotions Are Different From Physical Emotions
Digital Emotions can be defined as human emotions that, while still 
experienced in the body, are primarily influenced, augmented, composed, 
or expressed through digital technology. This could be a direct digital 
interface we control, such as a smartphone or kiosk screen, or data 
collected from sensors embedded in objects or environments around us 
that is used to affect our experience in that moment. Whereas physical 
emotions are expressed and experienced simultaneously through 
individual voice and body language, Digital Emotions are triggered by, and 
bound up in, contextual content, experiences, and services that can be 
stored, edited, and analytically interrogated at vast scale. Consequently, 
Digital Emotions surely have the potential to open a new window into our 
understanding of the human experience in a “connected world”.

“THE FUTURE IS BEING IN THE SPACE 
IN BETWEEN, PUTTING THE DIGITAL 
WORLD OUT INTO THE PHYSICAL 
WORLD WHERE IT AUGMENTS OUR 
EXPERIENCE OF THE WORLD.”

Beau Lotto 
Professor of Neuroscience  

& Perception, UCL

2.0

DIGITAL EMOTIONS CAN BE DEFINED 
AS HUMAN EMOTIONS THAT, WHILE 
STILL EXPERIENCED IN THE BODY, ARE 
PRIMARILY INFLUENCED, AUGMENTED, 
COMPOSED, OR EXPRESSED THROUGH 
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY.

D—E—Q
ENHANCING HUMAN 
ATTACHMENT: 
DIGITAL EMOTIONS

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/5907081_Human_Abilities_Emotional_Intelligence
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2.0 Enhancing Human Attachement: Digital Emotions

2.2 Digital Emotions Use Different Indicators & Tools
We have already adapted to these new media and are naturally developing 
systems and languages to indicate and communicate Digital Emotion 
(“Social Information Processing Theory,” Walter, 1992; Derks et al., 2008). By 
some calculations, Emojis, our modern hieroglyphics, are the fastest-growing 
language in history, with 92% of the online population using them.5 However 
reductive you may feel they are as a form of communication, their existence 
demonstrates that people need new ways to express their emotions online. 
By learning to recognize and interpret the new and constantly evolving digital 
communication tools behind Digital Emotion (Figs. 4 & 5), and how our online 
behaviors reflect our emotional state (and the other way around), we will be 
able to shine a spotlight on what influences our decisions and why. 

2.3 Digital Emotions Are More Contagious
It has been acknowledged that Digital Emotions are more contagious than 
physical emotions (Hancock et al., 2008; Kramer et al., 2014), owing to 
the speed of dialogue and the virality of digital communications. Online 
communities are bigger and broader, so messages travel farther and faster 
across generations, time, space, and culture than they do in the purely 
physical world. Updating your Facebook status, and liking or posting an 
Instagram photo, can elicit an emotional response in networks of people 
thousands of miles away. 

2.0 Enhancing Human Attachement: Digital Emotions

5. The Emoji Report; Emoji (2015)

Emoticons and Emojis, image-based representations  
of facial expressions.

1.

Symbolic digital actions, such as digital gestures (poking,  
nudging by clicking, etc.), which mimic intimate interpersonal/emotional  
actions face-to-face.

2.

Affective labels/evaluations (liking, loving, etc., on sites such  
as Facebook and Instagram).

3.

Textual cues and communication, such as the use of punctuation  
and stylistic features, as well as things like delay in responding  
and number of words used (Fox et al., 2007).

4.

Explicit language refers to simply stating how you are feeling.  
We don’t do this very much in day-to-day communication, but we seem  
to do it more digitally to compensate for a lack of nonverbal cues such as body  
language, to clarify emotional meaning, and to strengthen sentiment.

5.

Voice and video tools to convey emotions, much as we interact  
face-to-face. Note that, although body language and full posture are more  
important than just facial responses for decoding emotions—especially their  
intensity (Aviezer et al., 2012)—voice and video combined with the other digital  
tools can provide an equivalent indicator; it’s just that we’re not as good  
at reading them as we are cues in the physical world.

6.

Biofeedback devices, a modern digital tool (sending someone  
your heartbeat via Apple Watch), and haptic devices (virtual hugs; Pradana  
et al., 2015), to imitate and augment emotional communication.

7.

IT HAS BEEN ACKNOWLEDGED 
THAT DIGITAL EMOTIONS ARE MORE 
CONTAGIOUS THAN PHYSICAL 
EMOTIONS.

Fig. 4—Physical vs. Digital Emotion Indicators & Tools

Fig. 5—Digital Emotion Communication Tools

PhysicalDigital

Eye ContactLikes/Shares/Ratings

SmileEmoticons/Emojis

Facial ExpressionEmoticons/Emojis

Body LanguageDevice (cell phone, TV, laptop)/Media Platform & Channel  
(website, social, app)/Comments

TouchViews/Haptic Vibrations

Tone of VoiceCAPS/Stickers/Abbreviations

Language UsedLanguage/Images Used

SilenceSilence/No Reply

QuestionsQuestions

Journey (where/how/when)Journey (geolocation, websites, social media, apps visited/Device  
(cell phone, TV, laptop)/Time (hour, day, week, month, season, year)

Pattern Disruption (unusual behaviour)Pattern Disruption (unusual behaviour)

https://www.emogi.com/
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Facebook infamously manipulated the flow of positive and negative posts 
appearing in the newsfeeds of 689,003 users to research the effects of 
“massive-scale emotional contagion” online6 (see Fig. 6). They found that 
the emotions expressed by our friends digitally affect how likely we are to 
feel the same way. Reducing positive posts in feeds led to fewer positive 
posts and more negative posts being produced; reducing negative 
expressions had the opposite effect.

Contagions are multiplied even further when specific consumer types are 
targeted. Following a study that identified two types of shopper—“Utilitarian 
Shoppers”, who are more convenience and transaction-led, and “Hedonic 
Shoppers”, who like to shop for fun, enjoyment, stimulation, and affective 
gratification (see Fig. 7). Research by Jones et al. (2006) showed that a 
hedonic shopping experience, particularly if the retail experience is digitally 
enhanced, is a strong predictor of positive word-of-mouth and positive 
anticipation of a future shopping experience with the same retailer. 

2.4 Digital Emotions Enhance Human Emotions
It’s fascinating to explore the parallels between physical and digital, but 
the real game-changer comes from an emerging academic school of 
thought identifying how Digital Emotions have the potential to not just 
mirror, but enhance human emotional experiences and communication. 
Hyperpersonal theory (Walther, 1996) describes increased intimacy in 
digital exchanges, allowing a more favorable interaction than in a purely 
physical realm (Bargh, McKenna, & Fitzsimons, 2002). For example, most 
people are more confident expressing feelings online that they may be 
uncomfortable saying in person, because they feel a helpful abstraction 
from reality in virtual environments (for the same reason, we spend more 
money using a credit card than we do with a wallet full of cash we can 
touch and see).

Fig. 6—Massive-Scale Emotional Contagion Through Social Networks

Hedonic ShoppersUtilitarian Shoppers

Emotionally orientedPractically oriented

Demand the personal touchDemand convenience and speed

Shop with their heartShop with their head

Prone to more impulsive purchasesWork to a strict shopping list

More likely to be experientially orientedMore likely to be value and financially oriented

2.0 Enhancing Human Attachement: Digital Emotions 2.0 Enhancing Human Attachement: Digital Emotions

6. Emotional Contagion; Kramer, Guillory,  
& Hancock (2014)

Fig. 7—Hedonic vs. Utilitarian Shopper Characteristics

In other words, our moods and behaviors spread through social networks, 
as do our tastes in fashion or food. Harvard researchers, such as Nicholas 
A. Christakis, analyzing the flow of communications on social networks like 
Facebook and Twitter reported that we copy everything from depression, 
joy, and altruism, to alcohol consumption, obesity, or quitting smoking.
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DIGITAL EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Digital Emotional Intelligence (DEQ) is a framework for applying real-time 
data from smart, connected devices, products, and environments to build 
deeper, more emotionally intelligent connections with customers (Fig. 8). 
It combines our understanding of psychology with technology to guide 
brand interactions that bridge physical and digital channels to be more 
personal, more intimate, and more experiential.

Building on the existing definition of Emotional Intelligence (EQ), Digital 
Emotional Intelligence (DEQ) can be defined as the ability to digitally sense 
emotional response—our own or other people’s—and to use this affective 
information to guide thinking, behavior, and decisions (Fig. 9). “DEQ gives 
brands the ability to understand the interpersonal dynamics in the connected 
space by using data intelligence to create empathy” (Powell, 2017). 

3.0 Digital Emotional Intelligence DEQ

3.0

DEQ

 PHYSICAL
Channel

DIGITAL
Channel

TECHNOLOGY
Hardware + Data

HUMANITY
People + Emotion

Fig. 8—Connected Elements of DEQ

DIGITAL EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 
(DEQ) IS A FRAMEWORK FOR APPLYING 
REAL-TIME DATA FROM SMART, 
CONNECTED DEVICES, PRODUCTS, AND 
ENVIRONMENTS TO BUILD DEEPER, 
MORE EMOTIONALLY INTELLIGENT 
CONNECTIONS WITH CUSTOMERS.D—E—Q

DIGITAL EMOTIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE
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3.1 Opportunities
There are three main ways brands can apply the DEQ model: Accuracy, 
Anticipation, and Application.

3.1.1 Accuracy
Humans are hardwired to survive. We use biological and psychological 
triggers to guide us through our day-to-day lives, but these human 
instincts and senses are challenged in the digital world. Firstly, body 
language may play an instrumental role in our daily lives, but this is 
diminished via digital channels. The physical limitations mean we’re 
unable to pick up on these nonverbal cues that make up 55% of emotional 
communication.7 Secondly, we’ve previously relied on our memories and 
past experiences to guide our decisions,8 but owing to rapid shifts in “real-
time” culture and technology remembering for us this is becoming less 
necessary. Studies in neuroscience show that our brains are “cognitively 
restructuring” from memory-based learning to multi-tasking in response to 
the rising number of devices, apps, and conversations we are engaging in 
simultaneously.9

Such disparities signal a need to develop strategies that focus on overcoming 
consumer biases (Fig. 10), particularly if they are holding people back from 
making a purchase or repurchase. In the digitally connected space, cloud-
powered sensors can augment existing human senses, like our ability 
to detect someone’s emotion from their tone of voice. Brands can start 
to digitally sense and process human emotion by instrumenting physical 
products, environments, and social relationships. For instance, an artificial-
intelligence program developed by MIT CSAIL uses voice data captured by 
a wearable device to detect the emotional content and tone of conversations 
and analyze how people you’re talking to are feeling.10

Smart and digital products can augment and expand our senses by 
giving us a whole new range of fine-grained data inputs on what is being 
experienced in specific moments, via sensors and tags on products, in 
devices and environments, and through capturing mobile interactions by 
consumers. Analyzing this data in real-time and combining it with machine 
learning can expose and predict physical emotional response, far beyond 
assessing purely digital behaviors. It can reveal, as Wired magazine put it, 
“how we can be persuaded, moved and motivated to acquire goods and 
services in line with our true needs.”11 

Simply enabling content experiences to be far more targeted and relevant, 
and communication more personal and perfectly timed, can be a powerful 
tool to get emotionally closer to customers. Consider this observation by 
Eric Korman, CEO and Founder of the online fragrance retailer PHLUR: 
“We believe a lot of what’s behind the macro trend of ‘personalization’ 
is simply the desire for human connection, to be able to see that actual 
thoughtful caring human beings are involved. In a world of mass retail, 
we have to work hard to make that element shine through, enabling that 
incredibly important human connection on a one-to-many basis.”12

IN THE DIGITALLY CONNECTED 
SPACE, CLOUD-POWERED SENSORS 
CAN AUGMENT EXISTING HUMAN 
SENSES, LIKE OUR ABILITY TO DETECT 
SOMEONE’S EMOTION FROM THEIR 
TONE OF VOICE.

7. A. Mehrabian. Silent Messages. Belmont, CA: 
Wadsworth (1971)

8. E. Weber. Constructing Preferences from Memory. 
New York: Cambridge University Press (2006)

9. Bahador Bahrami. Cognitive Restructuring.  
DH READY; UCL (2015)

10. Wired (2017)

11. Wired (2015)

12. The Beauty Debrief; PSFK (2017)

3.0 Digital Emotional Intelligence DEQ3.0 Digital Emotional Intelligence DEQ

“DEQ GIVES BRANDS THE ABILITY TO 
UNDERSTAND THE INTERPERSONAL 
DYNAMICS IN THE CONNECTED SPACE 
BY USING DATA INTELLIGENCE TO 
CREATE EMPATHY.”

Dr. Dr. Philip Powell
2017

Fig. 9—DEQ Competencies 

Identifying touchpoints and using listening tools to generate and access dataPerceive

Understanding what the data indicatesUnderstand

Evaluating data and knowing how to turn it into insight Use

Knowing how data can drive physical and digital consumer behavior Manage

Applying it to one-to-one, ongoing consumer–brand relationships Connect

https://www0.gsb.columbia.edu/mygsb/faculty/research/pubfiles/5750/constructing_choices.pdf
https://www.psfk.com/2017/04/mass-retail-personalized-beauty.html
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DEQ can help brands to design more effective physical-digital consumer 
journeys, and more effectively guide and influence the choices they 
make. It has the potential to play a critical role in understanding the 
differences between how emotions are experienced and communicated in 
a digital context. The technologies associated with DEQ, such as mobile 
devices, the Internet of Things, and cloud computing, allow us to track, 
generate, and analyze more contextual data on specific experiences 
than ever before, by using unobtrusive information-gathering techniques 
(Lee et al., 2012). Thus, DEQ can pinpoint “moments of emotional truth” 
(disproportionately influential encounters based on affective insights) that 
profile customers more accurately for future personalized marketing.

As an example, think of how Facebook Timeline movies remind us of our 
defining friendship moments. Consumers could be incentivized to scan a 
unique code on their new Rebecca Minkoff handbag and digitally attach 
selfies of great experiences they have with it. The more frequently consumers 
interact with the garment, the richer and more personalized this experiential 
archive becomes. Beyond the enhanced social media reach the sharing 
generates, these digital memories of positive product experiences could be 
replayed to the consumer the next time they shop. Reminding people of the 
amazing time they had with their previous purchases will overcome human 
biases mentioned earlier and encourage customers to buy more.

3.0 Digital Emotional Intelligence DEQ3.0 Digital Emotional Intelligence DEQ

DEQ CAN PINPOINT “MOMENTS OF 
EMOTIONAL TRUTH” THAT PROFILE 
CUSTOMERS MORE ACCURATELY FOR 
FUTURE PERSONALIZED MARKETING.

DIGITAL EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 
CAN HELP BRANDS TO DESIGN 
MORE EFFECTIVE PHYSICAL-DIGITAL 
CONSUMER JOURNEYS, AND MORE 
EFFECTIVELY GUIDE AND INFLUENCE 
THE CHOICES THEY MAKE.

Fig. 10—Biases Affecting Digital Communications 

“Negativity bias”
(Kramer et al., 2014)

Digital textual communication where people more  
often misinterpret the emotional tone of a neutral  
message as being more negative.

“Positivity bias”
(Kramer et al., 2014)
 

Emotion expressed online via social networks is more  
positively skewed than it is face-to-face, presenting an 
“idealized” view of how people are actually feeling.

“Projection Bias”
(Wilson & Gilbert, 2003)

Evaluation of our future states is affected  
by our current emotional state.

“Impact Bias”
(Wilson & Gilbert, 2003)

Overestimating the intensity and duration  
of future emotional responses.

“Expectation Bias” 
(Geers, 1999)

A person who expects a positive experience  
and receives a negative one will rate it even worse  
than a person with no expectations.
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3.1.3 Application
The more ways there are for humans to connect, the more emotions 
can be conveyed. As our physical objects and spaces become digitally 
connected, and turn into media channels and interactive interfaces, 
this increases the possibilities for emotional communication. Two large 
academic studies support this theory. The first shows that the more 
dimensions used for content delivery, the greater the emotional reactions 
(Ambadar et al., 2005). The second shows the importance of information in 
multiple contexts helping us to understand the emotions of others (Barrett 
& Kensinger, 2010). 

A recent Harvard Business Review study of 46,000 shoppers also showed 
that the more channels customers use, the more valuable they become. 
Compared to customers using a single channel, shoppers using four or 
more channels spent nearly 10% more in-store.14 Not only that, but six 
months later, these omnichannel customers had recorded 23% more repeat 
visits compared with single-channel shoppers, and there was a greater 
likelihood that they would recommend the brand to family and friends.

So the more contexts the brand engages a consumer in, the more 
opportunities it also has to map out how behaviors are connected and 
influenced throughout the decision-making journey, and to convert specific 
points of emotional connection into greater sales and loyalty (Fig. 11). This is 
the power of multi-channel marketing, and where DEQ can be best applied. 

3.0 Digital Emotional Intelligence DEQ3.0 Digital Emotional Intelligence DEQ

3.1.2 Anticipation
CRM plays a critical role in identifying and aligning marketing actions with 
customer purchasing and engagement histories. With 67% of CRM led 
by data to segment and target customers,13 it’s important that the data 
brands use tells the full story and there are no blind spots. Anticipated 
emotion—one of the key drivers of consumption (Bagozzi et al., 2016; 
Rezvani & Jansson, 2016), brand attachment, and consumer loyalty 
(Proksch et al., 2015; Taylor et al., 2016)—is one such blind spot.

Traditionally, segmentation for relationship marketing (as opposed to 
digital advertising) largely relies on “categorical” groupings of stable 
characteristics, such as shopping and engagement behavioral patterns. 
However, this data becomes diluted because customer expectations 
change as their lives evolve. Communications strategies and messages 
become less relevant and therefore lack the ability to form meaningful 
emotional attachment. The flaw is in the data and segmentation models 
predominantly based on static, historical consumer traits. Compare this to 
how modern gaming companies are masters at using real-time analytics to 
optimize gameplay and revenue: for example, Zynga A/B tested Cityville’s 
“Add Coins & Cash” button and improved the way it worked within 
minutes.

If a brand can understand the fluid interplay between consumer “traits” 
and “states”, it can predict future behavior and outcomes more accurately 
(Wells et al. 2011). Brands must connect “categorical” and “continuous” 
data to accurately appraise the consumer’s state of mind in that moment, 
anticipate expectations before they’ve been set, and respond in real-time. 
In short, combining emotional personality profiles accumulated over time 
with dynamic decision-making and content delivery is the digital way to 
create brand empathy.

To illustrate, there have been decades of research into the effect that 
music choice has on mood: music can, for example, “be used to activate 
associations, memories, experiences, moods, and emotions” (The 
Psychological Functions of Music Listening, Schäfer et al., 2013). Perhaps 
individual products could come with their own soundtracks, and a brand 
could allow consumers to unlock curated musical playlists attached to 
different products by scanning them at point of sale and post-purchase. 
Analyzing real-time streaming playlist preferences—which songs they 
listen to, save, or skip—would reveal information about how a person feels 
in the moment and allow retailers to test which emotionally tuned product 
content or incentives created greater engagement, sales, loyalty, and 
advocacy. 

14. Omnichannel Retailing Works;  
Harvard Business Review (2017)

"IF A BRAND CAN UNDERSTAND 
THE FLUID INTERPLAY BETWEEN 
CONSUMER “TRAITS” AND “STATES,” IT 
CAN PREDICT FUTURE BEHAVIOR AND 
OUTCOMES MORE ACCURATELY." 

Wells et al.
2011

THE MORE WAYS THERE ARE FOR 
HUMANS TO CONNECT, THE MORE 
EMOTIONS CAN BE CONVEYED.

13. Yesmail Interactive; Gleanster (2013)

"THE CHALLENGE IS THAT THE  
HUMAN CONDITION IS NOT STATIC,  
IT IS MULTIDIMENSIONAL."

Crispian Dawes 
CEO and Founder of  

The Human Connective, Imfree 

https://hbr.org/2017/01/a-study-of-46000-shoppers-shows-that-omnichannel-retailing-works
https://hbr.org/2017/01/a-study-of-46000-shoppers-shows-that-omnichannel-retailing-works
https://hbr.org/2017/01/a-study-of-46000-shoppers-shows-that-omnichannel-retailing-works
http://www.gleanster.com/reports
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Additionally, by addressing the unfilled needs of the Hedonic Shopper 
(shoppers focused on experience, not simply utility), brands can significantly 
increase loyalty and purchase intent (Anderson et al., 2014). Research 
shows that enhancing an offline channel with a layer of digital experience 
(e.g. smart products triggering smartphone-based content and services, or 
interactive displays in-store) makes consumers anticipate future shopping 
experiences at the same retailer more positively. Enjoying the experience 
of shopping rather than just the convenience makes them more likely to 
come back. This experience is a combination of functional, technological, 
sensory and emotional responses. Fashion is a naturally more “experiential 
product” than other more functional goods (Dhar & Wertenbroch, 2000), so 
apparel brands have a bigger opportunity to create more valuable, superior 
customer experiences based on a more nuanced understanding of digital 
emotion in the online and offline shopping journey. 

Connecting the digital and physical can enhance multi-sensory retail 
marketing. Hedonic Shoppers already respond positively to sensory 
experiences, whether it’s the smell of coffee in Starbucks, aroma diffusers 
in MUJI or freshly cut wood in Lowe’s for DIY inspiration. In a study, 
NIKE found that scent marketing in stores increased intent to purchase 
by 80%15. Therefore, by blending existing experiential retail with “digital 
senses” brands can create a powerful multi-sensory emotional response. 

But a successful omnichannel strategy involves more than simply having 
a presence in different physical and digital spaces; it’s the coordinated 
interplay between the two. To illustrate, the lack of experiential information 
and physical interaction with the product is one of the main barriers to 
buying fashion online (Blazquez, 2014). This is where smart products can 
play a critical linking role. As paths to purchase become more connected 
and sophisticated, the one constant controlled by the brand in an evolving 
and fluid media system is the product. A smarter product can adapt its 
role, narrative, and service to the context of use and provide a coherent, 
individualized brand experience at key stages in the shopping journey, 
from browsing to buying and owning. 

As the product’s “cloud half” records a history of interaction (such as user 
registration information, personalization preferences, purchase receipts and 
warranties, locations, times, and frequency of product engagement) and uses 
this to deliver a more intelligent and relevant service experience, customers 
will begin to gain confidence and trust in the product that go beyond its 
core function. Research shows that this increased digital interaction leads 
to an increased strength of brand relationship (Hudson et al., 2014), and the 
product itself becomes more empowering and rewarding for customers. 

3.0 Digital Emotional Intelligence DEQ3.0 Digital Emotional Intelligence DEQ

“THE KEY IS TO THINK IN ALL 
CHANNELS HOLISTICALLY AS 
CONSUMERS DO. THE SHOPPING 
EXPERIENCE BEGINS BEFORE A 
CUSTOMER ENTERS THE STORE AND 
CONTINUES AFTER THE CUSTOMER 
LEAVES. RETAILERS MUST FIND WAYS 
OF TAKING ADVANTAGE OF ALL THE 
TOUCHPOINTS ON THE CONSUMER’S 
CONNECTED JOURNEY. THIS IS THE BIG 
CHALLENGE NOW. DEQ CAN LEVERAGE 
THE POWER OF SMART PRODUCTS AT 
POINT OF PURCHASE AND EXTEND IT 
INTO POST-PURCHASE TOO.”

Dr. Philip Powell
2017

“PERFORMANCE ON END-TO-
END CONSUMER JOURNEYS IS 
30–40 PERCENT MORE STRONGLY 
CORRELATED WITH CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION THAN PERFORMANCE 
ON AN INDIVIDUAL TOUCH POINT IS.”

Harvard Business Review
The Truth about Customer Experience

15. The smell of commerce: How companies use scents to 
sell their products; The Independent (2011)
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3.2 Competitive Advantages
There are four important areas of competitive advantage for brands:

3.2.1 Brands will know you better than you know yourself
Brands with high DEQ will have the ability to know a consumer better 
than they know themselves. The more someone digitally engages in 
the connected physical world through devices and smart products, 
and the more varied the contexts of interaction, the more data will be 
generated and collected. This enables the brand to forecast consumer 
expectations by applying predictive algorithms to real-time and historical 
data. Responding with appropriately personalized content and messaging 
“in the moment” can elevate the product experience and enhance the 
consumer’s perception that the brand “cares” for them by tapping into 
primal bonding and care-giving emotions (compassion and affinity). This 
kind of “brand love” is experienced more like a personal friendship than 
a commercial relationship (Langer et al, 2015). Fashion brands, perhaps, 
have a natural opportunity to redefine the meaning of “care” labels by 
making them smarter and more “caring” with the delivery of contextual 
content and personalized digital services.

3.2.2 Brands become trusted personal advisors
We know that consumers form a greater emotional bond with personalized 
products than with non-personalized ones (Mugge et al., 2009), but 
smart products can take personalization even further. They can combine 
data from the in-store “consideration” phase of the shopper journey, 
with transactional data at point-of-sale, combined with post-purchase 
data about how the product is actually used, and eventually (one hopes) 
responsibly disposed of. This kind of behavioral evidence provides a 
rare window into the real-world rather than digital-only behaviors of 
customers and the relationship they have with the products in their lives. 
Over time, the gathering of this digital product and other connected data 
allows companies to communicate in an intimate and individualized way, 
and use DEQ to humanize their brand. This leads to greater attachment 
with customers who don’t just trust the brand, but actively seek out its 
recommendations.

3.2.3 Brands can use products to personalize at scale 
Mass personalization of everything from communications and digital 
services to physical products means treating the planet as ten billion 
segments of one for direct, ongoing digital relationships. Consumers 
are embracing the ability to make things their own, from sneakers to 
headphones, jewelry to kitchen knives, and according to one research 
report, 66% of millennials are more likely to visit a store if it offers an 
interactive experience to select or customize a product.16

3.0 Digital Emotional Intelligence DEQ3.0 Digital Emotional Intelligence DEQ

“MARKETING ON THE WEB IS GOING 
TO BE A LOT MORE HUMANE THAN 
MARKETING IN TRADITIONAL MASS 
MEDIA BECAUSE IT’S POSSIBLE TO 
TREAT PEOPLE INDIVIDUALLY.”

Tim Berners-Lee, 
Inventor of the World Wide Web

“MOBILE, DATA, SENSORS AND 
LOCATION-BASED TECHNOLOGY 
COMBINED WITH SOCIAL MEDIA FORM 
A NEW GENERATION OF PERSONALIZED 
TECHNOLOGY THAT KNOWS US BETTER 
THAN OUR CLOSEST FRIENDS.”

Robert Scoble, 
Shel Israel, “The Age of Context”

16. Luxe Pack New York; J Walter Thompson 
Intelligence (2016)

Fig 11—ROI Model Data Points

Source: Harvard Business Review; EVRYTHNG

>50% sales growth for 
retailers who based a 
customer experience strategy 
on emotional-connection

100%
152% lower cost per lead

Smart products have 85% 
lower CPE

Consumers interacting with 
smart products generate 39% 
more likes/shares…

For same retailer 24% drop in 
attrition rates

For same retailer, 11% increase 
in customer advocacy

Customers using multiple 
digital touchpoints spend 10% 
more online

75%

50%

25%

Engagement Conversion Loyalty

Consumers scanning smart 
products spend 23% longer 
on your site
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With consumer demand for customized products and experiences on 
the rise, personalized engagement is a key way to differentiate brands in 
a competitive market. DEQ can help to power this new personalization 
imperative with data collected from smart product interactions, plus 
connected devices and environments. The data is activated and 
automated using rules-based software and machine learning in the cloud 
to trigger emotions that drive behavior and influence future purchases. 
Therefore, the greater the personalization, the greater the emotional 
connection.

3.2.4 Brands achieve a Return on Emotional Investment
Research across hundreds of brands in multiple sectors has shown that 
fulfilling deep-rooted (often undeclared) emotional needs is a key driver 
of customer engagement, conversion, and loyalty (see Fig. 12). Harvard 
Business Review cited a retailer that implemented a customer experience 
strategy based on emotional connection and saw a 23.8% drop in attrition 
rates, a 10.8% increase in customer advocacy, a 15% increase in the volume 
of active customers, and same-store sales growth of more than 50%.17

In terms of Digital Emotion, we know that better personalization is 
fundamental to emotional brand connection. Personalized content, services, 
and experiences are necessary for more meaningful consumer attention 
(Malheiros, 2012), more effective brand recognition/recall (Koster et al., 2015), 
and a stronger impact on consumer behaviors, leading to higher engagement 
rates and producing higher sales (Bragge et al., 2013).

Furthermore, smart personalization engines used to recognize customer 
intent, say Gartner analysts, will enable digital businesses to increase their 
profits by up to 15% by 2020. Suffice to say, the data from smart products 
and hyperconnected people and places that powers greater digital 
personalization leads to a more profound emotional connection, which 
contributes directly to commercial performance.18

Brands can leverage this motivator  
by helping customers:

I am Inspired  
by a desire to:

Project a unique social identity; be seen as specialStand out from the crowd

Perceive the future as better than the past; have a positive mental picture of what's to comeHave confidence in the future

Feel that life measures up to expectations and that balance has been achieved; seek a stress-free state without 
conflicts or threats

Enjoy a sense of well-being

Act independently, without obligations or restrictionsFeel a sense of freedom

Experience visceral, overwhelming pleasure and excitement; participate in exciting, fun eventsFeel a sense of thrill

Have an affiliation with people they relate to or aspire to be like; feel part of a groupFeel a sense of belonging

Sustain the belief that the environment is sacred; take action to improve their surroundingsProtect the environment

Fulfil a desire for ongoing self-improvement; live up to their ideal self-imageBe the person I want to be

Believe that what they have today will be there tomorrow; pursue goals and dreams without worryFeel secure

Feel that they lead meaningful lives; find worth that goes beyond financial or socioeconomic measuresSucceed in life

3.0 Digital Emotional Intelligence DEQ3.0 Digital Emotional Intelligence DEQ

WITH CONSUMER DEMAND  
FOR CUSTOMIZED PRODUCTS 
AND EXPERIENCES ON THE RISE, 
PERSONALIZED ENGAGEMENT  
IS A KEY WAY TO DIFFERENTIATE 
BRANDS IN A COMPETITIVE MARKET.

17. Emotional Connection Matters More than Customer 
Satisfaction; Harvard Business Review (2016)

18. Gartner Symposiums (2016)

19. The New Science of Customer Emotions; Harvard 
Business Review (2015)Fig. 12—Emotional Motivators That Drive Customer Value19

https://hbr.org/2016/08/an-emotional-connection-matters-more-than-customer-satisfaction
https://hbr.org/2016/08/an-emotional-connection-matters-more-than-customer-satisfaction
https://hbr.org/2016/08/an-emotional-connection-matters-more-than-customer-satisfaction
https://hbr.org/2016/08/an-emotional-connection-matters-more-than-customer-satisfaction
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MODELING
We have visualized a simple framework to help brands evolve their 
marketing strategies by understanding and applying DEQ (Figs. 13, 
14, & 15). The model triangulates inputs from connected personal data 
(People), environmental data (Place), and physical object engagement data 
(Product) to identify actionable digital “Moments of Emotional Truth”.

30 Digital Emotional Intelligence

4.0

4.0 Modelling DEQ

Fig. 13—DEQ Model

THE MODEL TRIANGULATES INPUTS 
FROM PEOPLE, PLACE AND PRODUCT 
TO IDENTIFY ACTIONABLE DIGITAL 
"MOMENTS OF EMOTIONAL TRUTH".

D—E—Q
MODELING

Product Interaction

Place Environment People Communication

Emotional sweet spot
Leverages Product, Place and People 
data and meta-data
Gives a brand 'Digital Senses'Moments of  

Emotional Truth

Application

Ac
cu
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cy

Anticipation
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4.0 Modelling DEQ 4.0 Modelling DEQ

20. With the users’ opted-in permission and based on the information they are willing to share

Fig. 14—“Digital Senses” From Smart Products Fig. 15—The Ins & Outs of DEQ
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Digitally personalized, contextually 
relevant communications and 

service delivery

Multi-channel (physical and digital) connected  
data, generated and gathered in real-time, before, 

during and after purchase

Janela™-enabled products with serialized, smart labels connected to the 
EVRYTHNG cloud platform for consumers to scan with smartphones, plus 

RFID tags for other in-store digital experiences (e.g. smart mirrors) 
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CONCLUSION
Connectivity, digitalization, and data flowing through every part of 
our societies and economies is disrupting industries by creating new 
innovation, value, and business models. Consider that 90% of the top 
100 CPG firms lost market share in 2015, and 62% experienced declining 
sales.21 These traditional brands are being overtaken by agile, digitally 
native players such as Amazon, which use new technologies such as 
the Internet of Things as competitive differentiators. Businesses that are 
able to mine rich, new seams of data to improve their knowledge of and 
relationship with customers, underpinned by logistical excellence will 
dominate.

Manufacturers and retailers in industries such as Apparel and CPG are 
able to regain competitive advantage by working with partners like Avery 
Dennison and EVRYTHNG to digitize and network their core physical 
assets on a cloud platform. By connecting physical products and retail 
environments to the Web, brands can unlock valuable new sources of data 
to process, learn from, and act on; this enables them to transform how 
they interact with their customers (not to mention with their employees, 
partners, and supply chains).

5.0 Conclusion

A STRATEGIC MODEL SUCH AS DEQ IS 
A SPECIFIC WAY OF APPLYING NEW, 
CONNECTED DATA FLOWING FROM 
DIGITIZED PHYSICAL PRODUCTS AND 
PLACES TO CREATE MORE POWERFUL 
CUSTOMER CONNECTIONS.

5.0

D—E—Q
CONCLUSION

21. AdAge (2015)
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5.0 Conclusion5.0 Conclusion

A strategic model such as DEQ is a specific way of applying new, 
connected data flowing from digitized physical products and places, to 
create more powerful customer connections that drive engagement, sales, 
and loyalty. Once products are transformed from passive, unconnected 
physical objects into data-generating, interactive assets, they can speak 
directly with consumers and brands. These interactions and insights can 
be used by companies to connect more personally with customers by 
influencing and anticipating their emotions more effectively.

Smart, digital products are the cornerstone of this strategy, partly because 
of the sheer volume of consumer products in market, and partly because 
(especially in the case of fashion) they are closer to the consumer and 
more present in their digital lives than anything else a brand has to play 
with. Unlocking contextual data from physical product interactions, and 
using a cloud platform to apply real-time intelligence to it (and combine it 
with data streams from people and places), allows brands to segment and 
engage their consumers more dynamically and intimately. This means that 
communications and customer experiences can be more individualized 
and emotionally resonant, which drives greater engagement, sales, and 
loyalty.

No matter how limitless the connected world, our physical world has many 
of the same constraints. There are still only so many hours in the day, and 
while DEQ can’t give us back more time in our lives, it can make the time 
we invest in brand relationships much more personal, memorable, and 
emotionally rewarding.

COMMUNICATIONS AND CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCES CAN BE MORE 
INDIVIDUALIZED AND EMOTIONALLY 
RESONANT, WHICH DRIVES GREATER 
ENGAGEMENT, SALES, AND LOYALTY.
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